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Certified Instructor Camp and Testing
by Hanshi John Shipes

The August 2017 Instructor’s Camp and Testing is in the books 
and was a terrific weekend or training!  It was attended by a 4 
Renshi’s, 8 Certified Instructors, and 6 Instructor Candidates 
and me and it was a great weekend indeed.  The camp was 
only open to Certified Instructors.  The weekend started on 
Friday morning with several people testing for Tuite ranks and 
one person, Sensei Sheila Thomas, testing for her Tuite 
Instructor Certification.  

All passed with flying colors and the following Tuite ranks were 
awarded:

Sheila Thomas, Certified Tuite Instructor, Sandra Araya, Ik Kyu Tuite, Cris Burns, Ni Kyu Tuite, 
Fred Blackford, Ni Kyu Tuite, Mike Henderson, Ni Kyu Tuite, Markay Carmeans, Roku Kyu Tuite

Saturday morning continued with the testing for Instructor Certifications in Karate and Kobudo 
and ran for most of the day with the candidates performing all required techniques through Ni 
Dan in karate and kobudo.   I was very proud of the candidates  and of the Certified Instructors 
who were there and participated in the testing.  The Certified Candidates participated in the 
testing from start to finish and I was very proud of everyone.  They all did an outstanding job with 
very few hiccups during the whole weekend.  

Continued next page
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I would like to especially thank the testing panel consisting of the following:

Nathan Batson, Renshi
Steve Apsega, Renshi
Michael Veillon, Renshi
Stan Leach, Renshi

The following Instructor Certifications were awarded:

Sheila Thomas, Certified Instructor, Tuite (Final certification for Full Instructor)
Bruce Lawrence, Certified Instructor, Karate and Kobudo
C.J. Brinlee, Certified Instructor, Karate and Kobudo
Cris Burns, Certified Instructor, Karate
Mike Henderson, Certified Instructor, Karate
Hank Kiser, Certified Instructor, Karate
Markay Carmeans, Certified Instructor, Karate

Please congratulate them all for a job well done.  They all made me very proud of what we are 
doing with and within our federation and gives me much faith that Grandmaster’s  federation will 
continue on as  it should.  I am hopeful that this will become an annual event every summer and 
am already looking forward to the next one!

EKKC Seminar and Hanshi Shipes Birthday
by Sensei Tim Amey

Law 31 of the 48 Laws of Power:  
Control the options:  Get others to play with the cards you deal.

EKKC has had the pleasure to host Hanshi Shipes annual since our inception in 2009. The 
weekend of September 8-10 was  outstanding and we all had a great time with testing, training, 
and a demonstration of what unity is. We started the weekend by visiting Pike’s Place Market 
and visiting the Wing Luke Museum, which includes the Bruce Lee Exhibit as well as defining 
the APAC influence into the Seattle area. 

Training started by us having an intense testing at the dojo on Friday evening with rank karate 
and Kobudo testing, along with a couple of demonstrations of other techniques we perform. 
Day two kicked off early and Hanshi was excited to move forward with qualification of our 
newly inducted Certified Instructors, Mr. Kris Roxby and Mr. Adam Sirkis. It was a long and 
intense day which ended with some instruction to those that tested being introduced to next 
level requirements for advancement. We covered, kata (karate and kobudo), basics, ippon 
kumite, and kobudo drills. Additionally, we discussed how having a strong and flexible mind-
state is vital in any combative training. With this  we discussed various theories including 
military (even Navy) and traditional Asian Practices and Techniques, which mostly evolved from 
the practices of Genghis Khan and “The Art of War”.  This was a great discussion with all as 
we, openly, discussed the benefit of conditioning and working through mental and physical 
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injury martial arts training, combat, and life. 

During the evening, we had a great evening of dinner and social interaction, which the 
location, wine, and live music was provided as a birthday gift to Hanshi Shipes and 
Sensei Tim by Chris and Linnea Covington, owners of Port Gardner Bay Winery. During 
the event, Hanshi Shipes  was presented with his birthday gift from the dojo, A “Blue 
Line” Weapons case. It was a great evening with authentic street tacos, beans, and rice 
thanks to Ricardo and Marci, owners of Mazatlán Mexican Restaurant. 

The training ended with an open floor where we introduced some of the students  to 
some more hybrid techniques. During this time, we worked on many techniques to 
include tuite, knife fighting, stick fighting and close quarter striking. This would a very 
intense day that demonstrated the need focused day one of having a strong mind state 
and look at being a conditioned fighter. Again, it was another day that everyone showed 
dedication and the want to learn more of what our wonderful organization has to offer. 

As always, it was  a great weekend and I want to thank my students and honored guests: 
Hanshi John Shipes, Tina Butler, Sempai Diana Reynolds, Sensei Corey Rickard, 
Bridget Rickard, Sensei Sheila Thomas, Renshi Ronen Totonchi for all of their support 
throughout the weekend. 
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Updates from the Caribbean
by Shihan Cuthbert Hicks

We have been attending several events.  We wanted to share with you.

On July 16, 2017  the team brought back from the Caribbean karate tournament.  Thirty-
four medals, 8 gold-13 silver-13 bronze

Trinidad and Tobago karate Union  Invitational Jr. Tournament September 23 2017
Five students from the (O.S.M.K.K.F.) Okinawan shorin-ryu Matsumura karate and kobudo 
Federation. under Shihan. Cuthbert Cuffie Hicks attended.  It was a heavy overcast day as  the 
students enter the arena for the very first time.  They did not hold back for they were filled with 
A Warrior's  Spirit of Okinawa as  one after one they entered into the ring with one thought on 
their mind, we are not here to win or lose but just to do the best we can. 
Shorin-ryu Warriors of the day.. congratulations to all my students.. 
Zara Roopchand age 6, Siela Johnson age 6, Anaya Boodram age 8, Angelo st. Clair age 9, 
Deja Johnson age 10.

Trinidad and Tobago karate  Union Invitational. seniors and Juniors tournament, September 
30th 2017. the Shorinryu, team- te, led by Shiva Sookdeo ventured once more into the brief,,, a 
young team led by a season combatant captain, was able to bring down many defenses, of 
other combatants  Warriors  with great fortitude team-te was Victorious.  Congratulations to the 
team members:  Aleyana Peters, Hamali Francis, Daniel White, Angelo Samaroo, Alonza 
Bertrand, Zackary Roopchand, Jalen Smith, Kerron David.
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Bringing home the BLING!! On Saturday, August 5, karate 
students from Buffalo Karate attended the Hard Kick Classic 
Tournament at South Western Assemblies of God University 
in Waxahachie, Texas. Students competed in different 
categories depending on age and rank and were expected to 
demonstrate skill and technique in kata, sparring, and 
kobudo.   

Lizzie Daniel (left) received 2nd in Team, 2nd in Sparring, and 
1st in Weapons.  Araya White (right) received 2nd in Team, 1st 
in Sparring, 1st in Kata, and 2nd in Weapons. 

Buffalo Karate Student’s Attend Tournament
by Sempai Candice Ashley

Can you identify the men 
in these photos?

answers on page 16
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Announcing the 2017 Athens Karate School Winter Tuide Camp 

When:  December 8, 9, 10 

Where:  Athens Karate School, Athens, Texas 

Cost:  At the door -    $150 
  Certified Instructors -   $125 

Renshi’s -    $  75 (No other discounts) 
7th dan and above -   $  50 (No other discounts) 
U.S. Directors -   No charge 

   
Discounts: Pay prior to December 1 -  $25 
  Colorado Camp Attendees -  $25 

Free Camp T-shirt!!! 
NOTE:  This camp is only open to active OSMKKF members due to space 
restrictions.   
Focus of the camp will  be on change body as it relates to Tuide and will include a 
new set of change-body drills I have been working on.  This will also include black 
belt basics application and brown/black belt ippon kumite application. 
Anyone who is testing at this camp will be required to perform the sets of required 
techniques up to the rank they are testing for including the supplemental 
techniques.  Prior notification of testing is required.  Camp fee does not include 
testing fees.  Only Tuide testing will be done at this camp. 
Contact John Shipes at JRShipes@aol.com if you need further information. 
Send registration form and payment to: 

John Shipes 
8650 State Hwy 19 South 
Athens, TX 75751 
903-675-3229 
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Why I Want to be a Black Belt
by Sempai Shawn Roberts

Why do I want to obtain my black belt?
I don’t. When I started studying karate several years  ago, I, like many non-martial artists, 
thought the black belt symbolized absolute expertise and marked the holder as a person with 
whom one should not trifle. Phrases like, “he’s got his black belt” or “he IS a black belt” held 
meaning in a standalone fashion. With my testing for Shodan rapidly approaching, I frequently 
field questions about whether I am nervous or excited. Upon careful reflection, I must honestly 
respond, “not really.” Why? I don’t want to get my black belt.

Before I incur the wrath of my Sensei, let me explain a little about my history. The greatest gift, 
and curse, imparted upon me by my mother and father involved their modeling an unyielding 
work ethic. Identify a goal; identify the steps necessary to reach the goal; complete said steps; 
achieve the goal. One’s ability to successfully navigate such a process can lead to fame, 
fortune, recognition … success.

Until it leads to misery that is. You see, I allowed my self-worth to be both a goal and the driving 
force behind success. Equating success with happiness then put the final nail in the coffin. I 
enjoyed great “success” in high school – first in my class  academically, All-State in indoor and 
outdoor track, and All-Conference in soccer. Yet driving my academic and other success was 
not a love of learning or a thirst for knowledge, but, rather, an unwillingness to be second best 
to my brother (also first in his class), by feelings that my classmates  did not believe that I had 
earned what I had achieved, and by desire to get into a good college.

The pattern continued into college and beyond. I practically lived in the Bowdoin Psychology 
Department during college. I authored research articles as an undergraduate, graduated 
summa cum laude and with highest honors in my major, and worked hard to gain the respect of 
my professors. Driving each of these goals, however, was yet another goal – getting into a 
demanding graduate program. Absent was the experience of a process that was rewarding in 
and of itself. As a doctoral student, the goal then became to be employed by a reputable 
University and then would have become to obtain tenure and then …. Well, you get the point.
Successfully achieving a goal brought little satisfaction as it simply gave way to the next goal. 
Self-worth did not improve – how can it with success being a constantly moving target that 
could never be achieved? The process  to get to the goal had always been something that had 
to be powered through instead of enjoyed on its own. If I had trouble powering through, I simply 
was not good enough or not working hard enough. No achievement was ever enough. Some 
degree of misery, even with achievement, always persisted. I had achieved great success in 
life, but little happiness. In the process, I had forgotten to live.

And then karate came along … Things started the same way. I faithfully attended class, always 
thinking about how cool it would be when I get my black belt. Even at brown belt, old habits 
persisted. Frustration set in when I learned I would not be testing at the 2016 Annual Training 
with the United States Director of our Federation. Black belt testing occurs only once per year. I 
would simply have to wait another 12 months.
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That delay was exactly what I needed. An amazing thing happened. Everything slowed down. 
An opportunity materialized – a chance to evaluate what I really enjoy about our dojo, and 
martial arts training in general. I found new outlets for my research and writing skills. Reading 
and writing suddenly seemed enjoyable again as I explored topics for no other reason other 
than they interested me. The goal was not to impress anyone with knowledge or skill, but rather 
the joy of the activities themselves. I realize a massive bonus any time my writings put a smile 
on someone’s face or inspire a reader to go learn more about a topic of interest. Hmm … I do 
not need a black belt to continue to do that. Our nonjudgmental dojo learning environment 
allows me to falter as a normal and important part of the learning process. Learning how to fail 
is  a lesson I did not start to come to grips with until fairly recently. Of course, learning to fail 
often serves  as a more valuable lesson than learning to succeed. Helping others discover such 
wisdom by playing my part in creating a positive atmosphere makes me feel good about myself 
…Gosh, I don’t need a black belt to appreciate our dojo, and the people in it, as a classroom. I 
greatly enjoy watching out for the well-being of my classmates and their engagement in our 
dojo family. Life has taught me what a nasty bastard self-worth can be – especially to teens. If I 
can encourage others  when they are most discouraged, and help them see the beauty and 
strength in who they are absent any external measure, than years of psychological scholarship, 
ultimately abandoned, will not have been in vain. If my life experience provides a shortcut for 
others to learn that the process is just as important, if not more so, than progress, then I am 
pleased to have played a part in someone not having to spend years missing the bigger 
picture. A powerful lesson indeed – do not miss the chance to experience where you are during 
your journey to where you think you should be. Jeez, I don’t need my black belt to do that, 
either. Most importantly, karate provides guaranteed family time with my son. Getting my black 
belt will increase the time that he and I spend together in the dojo as I will be eligible for 
classes that he currently attends. Yet, not having my black belt does not prevent our family time 
in the classes we already have together, nor does  it affect the martial arts stories that my son, 
my wife, and I share around the dinner table and in the car.

To share freely knowledge gained through research and hard work, to stand beside those who 
feel beaten and help them nurture the unique flame that lights  their path, to introduce humor 
and laughter as appropriate in times of greatest need, and to teach by example the importance 
of family – whether related by blood or common purpose; these are the things that bring me 
most joy from my martial arts  experiences. These are the qualities I offer to the OSMKKF 
Federation and comprise what I see as my place in our dojo.

And with this  offering, I am asked to address  if I am “in good health and able to properly 
perform the required techniques that you will be responsible for teaching your students.” The 
honest answers are “not where I need to be” and “most, but not all,” respectively. Both remain 
an important part of my martial arts  journey; both provide a unique learning opportunity to my 
fellow students. We have students of all shapes, sizes, and talents. For me to share my 
weaknesses in all their glory as I walk the path to improvement only reinforces the safety of our 
dojo for all who seek to learn. My weight needs to come down, my balance needs 
improvement, the quest for knowledge and perfecting one’s  technique is a lifelong journey. Yet 
while I celebrate my weaknesses as part of an attempt to address them, I also gladly share my 
strengths in an attempt to enrich further my own life and hopefully the lives of those around me.

And so here we are … full circle. Obtaining my black belt serves as a benchmark during my 
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travels down a continuing path towards self-awareness and self-improvement through karate-
do. Clearly my views of a black belt have evolved from when I first began karate. A black belt is 
an object, not a definition. An object will never dictate who I am or how I treat others. Those 
things will always be up to me. As Michael Clarke writes in his book regarding Shin Gi Ti,

As you move ever deeper into the study of real karate, you will discover the 
need to give more than you take, to listen more than you speak, and to strive 
for a sense of balance that brings with it a deep and meaningful sense of 
contentment. From such a place, it is possible to chart a course through life 
that is peaceful. From a position of strength and confidence you can choose 
to be humble and considerate, making the world a better place to live for you 
and those you come into contact with. Is this utopia (?), hardly; just an 
opportunity to change how you think and interact with those who populate 
your daily life. If you don’t fight, you never lose …

So why do I want to get my black belt? I don’t. … But isn’t that the point.

Increasing Flexibility and Improving Function With 
Self-Myofascial Release

by Sensei Lisa Sudbury
This article will:
1) Explain briefly what fascia is and why it is important to our martial arts training
2) Introduce techniques to improve flexibility and function and decrease pain

What is fascia?
The fascial system is a body wide network of interacting tissues  incorporating force 
transmission, sensory functions, and wound regulation. (Findley) The most popular medical 
definition of fascia is “a sheath, sheet, or any number of other dissectible aggregations of 
connective tissue that forms beneath the skin to attach, enclose, and separate muscles and 
other internal organs.” (Walker)   

The thick white section of this sirloin steak is part of the back fascia. 
The inside of the muscle is marbled with fat and connective fascial tissue. 

              In an orange, the pulp is surrounded by white skin throughout and a thicker
    layer of white pith resides just under the skin. 

Our fascia doesn’t just contain our body parts (like the pith of the orange), providing stability 
and elasticity. It also acts as  a sensory organ, containing approximately 10,000 sensory nerve 
endings in each of our limbs. Repetitive stress and immobilization are two leading causes of 
fascia dysfunction. Ever come back from an injury to find that another area of your body has 
increased pain and/or decreased range of motion? It is  possible that tightness in the 
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connective tissue is the reason. In addition, adhesions can form in the fascia, impeding 
proprioception. 

Why is fascia important to us as martial artists?
We all know that practicing technique accurately - and repeatedly - is  the key to improvement 
in karate. Because fascia affects  proprioception, adhesions and tightness in the fascia affect 
our ability to sense movement in our joints. With our proprioception impaired, we don’t know 
where our limbs are in space without looking at them.  Imagine wanting to practice kata, but 
having to look at your arms and legs  in order to place them correctly in space. Pain and 
inflexibility also affect our ability to practice karate successfully. 

How can we increase flexibility and improve function with self-myofascial release?
Physical therapists and massage therapists use a technique called myofascial release to 
stretch restricted fascia. They apply sustained pressure for one to two minutes to a location in 
order to improve function. (Barnes) This technique may take several sessions for the 
improvement to be considered permanent. There are techniques you can perform using a 
tennis or lacrosse ball and a foam roller that will help you go into the dojo with your body in top 
form and ready to practice, flexible and pain-free.

Dos and Don’ts of Self-Myofascial Release

1) For best results, perform BEFORE exercise (every time) and AFTER exercise (if you have 
pain).
2) Avoid rolling over joints
3) Roll up and down (length of the muscle) until you locate a sensitive spot - allow that spot to 
sink into the roller, then use minimal movement or just allow your weight to sink into the roller 
or ball for 30 seconds to two minutes. 
4) If you experience too much discomfort, adjust how much weight you support with your arms   
to reduce the pressure. (You will be able to build up pressure over time as your pain is 
lessened.)
Recommended areas for myofascial release:
1)	 Calves
2) Hamstrings
3) IT band
4) Adductors
5) Lats
6) Middle back
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Sensei Sudbury is a Certified Personal Trainer
Sources:
1. Thomas Findley, MD, PhD. Joint Conference, November 2015 
2. Walker, 1991 cited in Scarr, Graham, Comment on ‘Defining the fascial system’, Journal 
of Bodywork and Movement Therapies, Volume 21, Issue 1, 178.
3. E. F. Barnes, The Basic Science of Myofascial Release, Journal of Bodywork and 
Movement Therapies, July 1997.
4. Mechanoreceptor, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanoreceptor
5. Stecco, C., Porzionato, A., Lancerotto, L., Stecco, A., Macchi, V., et al. (2008). 
Histological study of the deep fasciae of the limbs. Journal of Bodywork and Movement 
Therapies, 12, 225-230.
6. www.physioroom.com/injuries/supplements/proprioception.php
7. Dr. Mike Clark, CEO, National Academy of Sports Medicine. 
https://www.outsideonline.com/1784261/should-i-foam-roll-or-after-workout
8. http://www.wellalignedbody.com/blog/2017/4/5/the-importance-of-fascia
9. http://www.mensfitness.com/training/build-muscle/10-foam-roller-moves-your-entire-body

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanoreceptor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanoreceptor
http://www.physioroom.com/injuries/supplements/proprioception.php
http://www.physioroom.com/injuries/supplements/proprioception.php
https://www.outsideonline.com/1784261/should-i-foam-roll-or-after-workout
https://www.outsideonline.com/1784261/should-i-foam-roll-or-after-workout
http://www.wellalignedbody.com/blog/2017/4/5/the-importance-of-fascia
http://www.wellalignedbody.com/blog/2017/4/5/the-importance-of-fascia
http://www.mensfitness.com/training/build-muscle/10-foam-roller-moves-your-entire-body
http://www.mensfitness.com/training/build-muscle/10-foam-roller-moves-your-entire-body
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2018 OSMKKF Spring Training Camp with 
Grand Master Fusei Kise and Kaicho Isao Kise

 
Co-hosted by Athens Karate School, Kaizen Martial Arts and 
Dragonfly Karate 

  Register now for the April 20-22, 2018 Spring Camp with Grand 
Master Fusei Kise and Kaicho Isao Kise. Please text or call Sensei Lisa 
Sudbury at 832-794-3656 if you need assistance with registration.

  To Register:
1) Complete all required fields under "Personal Information" below.
2) Open "Release Form," read and sign in the box as indicated. (This 
takes the place of the paper form).
3) If you are registering multiple people, download additional forms 
a: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ckr24h4q5dpyizf/2018%20Camp
%20Registration%20form.pdf?dl=0. Send them via email to 
sensei@kaizenmartialarts.net.
4) Go to "Camp Selections" below for 3-day or 1-day camp, BBQ, 
and appropriate discounts. You will be redirected to PayPal to make 
your payment using PayPal or a credit or debit card. 
5) You will be redirected to PayPal to finalize payment. NOTE: A 
PayPal account is not necessary to pay through PayPal. Your 
registration is complete when payment is received.
You will receive confirmation of your registration and/or requests 
for additional information from sensei@kaizenmartialarts.net.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ckr24h4q5dpyizf/2018%20Camp%20Registration%20form.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ckr24h4q5dpyizf/2018%20Camp%20Registration%20form.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ckr24h4q5dpyizf/2018%20Camp%20Registration%20form.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ckr24h4q5dpyizf/2018%20Camp%20Registration%20form.pdf?dl=0
mailto:sensei@kaizenmartialarts.net.t
mailto:sensei@kaizenmartialarts.net.t
mailto:sensei@kaizenmartialarts.net
mailto:sensei@kaizenmartialarts.net
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Hanshi John ShipesHanshi John Shipes
Sheila Thomas Instructor Tuite 08/12/17
Anthony Pirot 4 Dan Karate, Kobudo 09/09/17
Sandra Araya 1 kyu Tuite 08/12/17

Athens Karate School - Hanshi John ShipesAthens Karate School - Hanshi John ShipesAthens Karate School - Hanshi John Shipes
Aaron Davidson 2 kyu Karate 08/08/17
Nolan Lawrence 2 kyu Karate 08/08/17
Kevin Nguyen 5 kyu JR Karate 08/08/17
Bruce Lawrence Instructor Karate, Kobudo 08/12/17
Carol Brinlee Instructor Karate, Kobudo 08/12/17
Christian Kostenko 7 kyu Karate 09/19/17

 
Buffalo Karate - Thomas AshleyBuffalo Karate - Thomas AshleyBuffalo Karate - Thomas Ashley

Caleb Wilson 9 kyu Karate 08/16/17

Dragon Fly Karate & Kobudo - Cris Burns/Hank KiserDragon Fly Karate & Kobudo - Cris Burns/Hank KiserDragon Fly Karate & Kobudo - Cris Burns/Hank Kiser
Josh Riehm 6 kyu JR Karate, Kobudo 07/20/17
Kiari Glasco 6 kyu JR Karate, Kobudo 07/20/17
Justus Kiser 7 kyu JR Karate 07/20/17
Seth Kiser 7 kyu JR Karate 07/20/17
German Del Toro 9 kyu JR Karate 07/20/17
Chandra Elliott 9 kyu Karate 08/10/17
Jana Mote 9 kyu Karate 08/10/17
Mary Burton 9 kyu Karate 08/10/17
Sam Mote 9 kyu Karate 08/10/17
Zach Boyd 9 kyu Karate 08/10/17
Kaitlyn Johnson 9 kyu JR Karate 08/10/17
Owen Barry 9 kyu JR Karate 08/10/17
Paxton Elliott 9 kyu JR Karate 08/10/17
Ransom Crow 9 kyu JR Karate 08/10/17

Evergreen Karate & Kobudo Club - Tim AmeyEvergreen Karate & Kobudo Club - Tim AmeyEvergreen Karate & Kobudo Club - Tim Amey
Rick Vogt Shodan Kobudo, Tuite 02/14/17
Israel McCulley 4 kyu Karate, Kobudo 06/13/17
J.R. Duryee 4 kyu Karate, Kobudo 06/13/17
Kennidy Kukkonen 4 kyu JR Karate 06/13/17
Nicholas McDonald 5 kyu Karate 06/13/17
Scott McDonald 5 kyu Karate 06/13/17
Blake Duryee 5 kyu JR Karate 06/13/17
Adam Sirkis Instructor Karate 09/09/17
Kris Roxby Instructor Karate 09/09/17
Israel McCulley 3 kyu Karate 09/09/17
J.R. Duryee 3 kyu Karate 09/09/17
Blake Duryee 4 kyu JR Karate 09/09/17
Rick Vogt Nidan Karate 09/09/17
Troy Donaldson Shodan Kobudo 09/10/17
Alex Shadle 2 Dan JR Karate 09/10/17
Angelina Kukkonen 3 kyu JR Karate 09/10/17

Recent Promotions
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Kaizen Martial Arts - Lisa SudburyKaizen Martial Arts - Lisa SudburyKaizen Martial Arts - Lisa Sudbury
Ross McCormick 8 kyu Karate 06/21/17
Cris Burns Instructor Karate 08/12/17
Hank Kiser Instructor Karate 08/12/17
Cris Burns 2 kyu Tuite 08/12/17
Fred Blackford 2 kyu Tuite 08/12/17
Kathy Keils 9 kyu Karate 08/14/17
Vernard Mackey 9 kyu Karate 08/14/17
Britt Earnheart 9 kyu Karate 08/28/17
Michael Swindle 9 kyu Karate 08/28/17

Maine Traditional Karate Dojo - Steve ApsegaMaine Traditional Karate Dojo - Steve ApsegaMaine Traditional Karate Dojo - Steve Apsega
David Stephens 9 kyu Karate 12/14/16
Kelly Sanders 9 kyu Karate 12/14/16
Madyson Murphy 9 kyu Karate 12/14/16
Morgan Brown 9 kyu Karate 12/14/16
Brennon Apsega 9 kyu JR Karate 12/14/16
Izzy Long 9 kyu JR Karate 12/14/16
Tommy Lyons Instructor Karate 10/07/17
Seamus MaHoney Ni Dan JR Karate 10/7/17
Shawn Roberts Sho Dan Karate 10/7/17

 
Master Kise's #1 Arkansas Dojo - Don FosterMaster Kise's #1 Arkansas Dojo - Don FosterMaster Kise's #1 Arkansas Dojo - Don Foster

Ben Ransom 1 kyu Karate, Kobudo 07/20/17
Joe Canada 1 kyu Karate, Kobudo 07/20/17
Mark Bennett 3 kyu Karate 07/20/17
Hunter Rhineheart 3 kyu JR Karate 07/20/17

Okinawa-te Karate & Kobudo Dojo - Cuthbert HicksOkinawa-te Karate & Kobudo Dojo - Cuthbert HicksOkinawa-te Karate & Kobudo Dojo - Cuthbert Hicks
Anderson Harripaul 7 kyu Karate 7/23/17
Anaya Boodram 8 kyu JR Karate 7/23/17
Jalen Smith 8 kyu JR Karate 7/23/17
Zachary Roopchand 8 kyu JR Karate 7/23/17
Zaheer Kudreth Ali 8 kyu JR Karate 7/23/17
Nikell Boodram 9 kyu JR Karate 7/23/17
Sachin Ramodar 9 kyu JR Karate 7/23/17
Zaara Roopchand 9 kyu JR Karate 7/23/17

 
Open Mind, Heart, Hand Dojo - Sandra ArayaOpen Mind, Heart, Hand Dojo - Sandra ArayaOpen Mind, Heart, Hand Dojo - Sandra Araya

Markay Carmeans Instructor Karate 08/12/17
Tommy Araya 5 kyu Tuite 08/12/17
Markay Carmeans 6 kyu Tuite 08/12/17
Carter Baines 9 kyu JR Karate 08/16/17

 
Orland Shorin Ryu Karate & Kobudo - Stan LeachOrland Shorin Ryu Karate & Kobudo - Stan LeachOrland Shorin Ryu Karate & Kobudo - Stan Leach

Tom McKechnie 7 kyu Karate 07/26/17
Wyatt McKechnie 7 kyu JR Karate 07/26/17
Jayden Schoppee 1 kyu JR Kobudo 10/07/17
Nora Spratt 1 kyu JR Kobudo 10/07/17
Bill Perkins 2 kyu Karate 10/07/17
Mason Perkins 2 kyu JR Karate 10/07/17
Bill Perkins 3 kyu Kobudo 10/07/17
Mason Perkins 3 kyu JR Kobudo 10/07/17
Christine Tanguay 5 kyu Karate, Kobudo 10/07/17
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Orland Shorin Ryu Karate & Kobudo - Stan Leach (cont.)Orland Shorin Ryu Karate & Kobudo - Stan Leach (cont.)Orland Shorin Ryu Karate & Kobudo - Stan Leach (cont.)Orland Shorin Ryu Karate & Kobudo - Stan Leach (cont.)
Alex Tanguay 5 kyu JR Karate, Kobudo 10/07/17
Erin Tanguay 5 kyu JR Karate, Kobudo 10/07/17
Tom McKechnie 6 kyu Karate 10/07/17
Wyatt McKechnie 6 kyu JR Karate 10/07/17
Jayden Schoppee Shodan JR Karate 10/07/17
Nora Spratt Shodan JR Karate 10/07/17
Deborah Harmon San Dan Karate 11/17/17

PF Fitness and Martial Arts - Vernon SmithPF Fitness and Martial Arts - Vernon SmithPF Fitness and Martial Arts - Vernon Smith
Samuel Alvarez 4 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Sophia Alvarez 4 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Bennett McIntosh 5 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Carter McIntosh 5 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Jack Gonzales 5 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Jack McIntosh 5 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Chloe Torres 6 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Crawford Bailey 6 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Isekiel Torres 6 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Miguel Juarez 7 kyu Karate 06/28/17
Ellora Pumphrey 7 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Colt Vencent 9 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Evan Mayberry 9 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Isaiah Dews 9 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Joaquin Canales 9 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Noah Baker 9 kyu JR Karate 06/28/17
Ava Varela 6 kyu JR Karate 08/16/17
Daniel Girgan 8 kyu JR Karate 08/16/17
Liam Navarro 9 kyu JR Karate 08/16/17
Miranda Gonzalez 9 kyu JR Karate 08/16/17

 
Pineforest Martial Arts - Michael VeillonPineforest Martial Arts - Michael VeillonPineforest Martial Arts - Michael Veillon

Jessica Smith 7 kyu Karate 07/18/17
Sebastian Vielledent 9 kyu Karate 07/18/17
Nicholas Evers 1 Dan JR Karate 07/25/17
Keith Bourg 4 kyu Karate 07/25/17
Drew Smith 5 kyu Karate 07/25/17
Maggie England 7 kyu JR Karate 08/10/17
Hannah Dubea 9 kyu JR Karate 08/17/17
Hunter Chicola 9 kyu JR Karate 08/17/17
Sarah Arnold 9 kyu JR Karate 08/17/17
Emma Babcock 7 kyu JR Karate 08/29/17
Emma George 7 kyu JR Karate 08/29/17

 
Tyler Karate Academy - Nathan BatsonTyler Karate Academy - Nathan BatsonTyler Karate Academy - Nathan Batson

David Hocker 2 kyu Karate 07/11/17
Jordan Hansen 2 kyu Karate 07/11/17
Diana Zamora 8 kyu Karate 07/11/17
Ava Stuart 8 kyu JR Karate 07/11/17
Elijah Lanphere 9th kyu JR Karate 07/11/17
Gino Mendoza 2 kyu JR Karate 08/03/17
Jackson Lanphere 4 kyu JR Karate 08/03/17
Scott Gates 7 kyu Karate 08/03/17
Olivia Mendoza 8 kyu JR Karate 08/03/17
Charlie Gates 9 kyu JR Karate 08/03/17
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Tyler Karate Academy - Nathan Batson (cont.)Tyler Karate Academy - Nathan Batson (cont.)Tyler Karate Academy - Nathan Batson (cont.)
Charlie Gates 9 kyu JR Karate 08/03/17
Jesus Soto 9 kyu JR Karate 08/03/17
Nathan Fisher 9 kyu JR Karate 08/03/17
Mike Henderson  Instructor Karate 08/12/17
Mike Henderson Ni Dan Karate 08/12/17

White Rock Kenshin Kan Karate & Kobudo Dojo - Paul WilsonWhite Rock Kenshin Kan Karate & Kobudo Dojo - Paul WilsonWhite Rock Kenshin Kan Karate & Kobudo Dojo - Paul WilsonWhite Rock Kenshin Kan Karate & Kobudo Dojo - Paul Wilson
Albert Marquez Ramierez 9 kyu Karate 08/10/17
Cade Ricke 9 kyu Karate 08/10/17
Hector Flores 1 kyu Karate 09/14/17
Drew Kidder 2 kyu Karate 09/14/17
Ryley Murakami 4 kyu Karate 09/14/17
Clay Booth 9 kyu Karate 09/14/17
Jeremy Booth 9 kyu Karate 09/14/17

Who is in the picture answers:
Jump kicking is Kyoshi Les Reed in 1969.  Also in 1969, two of his team mates and himself 
tied for the national Collegiate championship.  The following year he was an alternate on the 
US Collegiate team to fight the Japanese Collegiate team.  He had the honor of fighting the 
fellow who was All US Japan Champion.  Discovering what real focused kicks and punches 
were, he said “I don't think I lasted 15 seconds.”😢

The guy with with his foot higher than his head is  Kyoshi Ron Gordines (1976) when he 
trained in Hawaii.
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Coming Events as of October 2017
Black belt classes are open to black belts only and are provided to help the black belts maintain 
their skills and knowledge.  If you are coming and have something you want to work on in 
particular, please let me know.

Classes are $20 if you are my student and/or an active certified instructor.  $30 if you are not. 
The class will go from 10am until 4pm with a lunch break.  Class  will start at 8am if you wish to 
attend the tai chi class held beforehand.
Seminars and camps are priced individually and will be announced ahead of time.

November 4 - Black belt class.  10am til 4pm.  See above for pricing.

December 8, 9, 10th - 16th Annual Athens Karate School Winter Tuide Camp. 

             2018
Jan 6  Black Belt Class

Jan 21, 22 Tuhon Ray Parra at Athens Karate School

Feb 3  Black Belt Class

Mar 3  Black Belt Class

Mar 17, 18 Tuhon Ray Parra at Evergreen Karate and Kobudo, Everett, WA

April  7 Black Belt Class

April 20-22 OSMKKF Annual Training Camp featuring                                               
Grandmaster Fusei Kise and Kaicho Isao Kise, Terrell, Texas

May 5 Black Belt Class

June 2, 3 Tuhon Ray Parra at the Open Mind, Heart and Hand Dojo in Buffalo, TX

June 9 Black Belt Class

July 13-15 Annual Summer Tuide Camp in Athens, TX

Aug 4 Black Belt Class

Sep 1 Black Belt Class

Sep 14-16 Annual OSMKKF at Evergreen Karate and Kobudo, Everett, WA (tentative)

Oct 5-7 Annual OSMKKF Camp in Maine (tentative)

Oct 13 Black Belt Class

Nov 3 Black Belt Class

Dec 7-9 17th Annual Athens Karate School Winter Tuide Camp in Athens, TX

Please refer to Athenskarate.com calendar for most current schedule.  

Announcements are also listed on  https://www.facebook.com/AthensKarateSchool
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Athens Karate School
8650 State Highway 19 South Athens, TX 75751

phone: 903-675-3229

web: www.athenskarate.com
email: JRShipes@athenskarate.com

Newsletter compiled by Sensei Sheila Thomas and Cameron Thomas

Disclaimer

The articles in this newsletter reflect the author’s opinion and may therefore 
contain erroneous information. The author may not be held responsible for any 
actions taken or omitted based on information from this newsletter.
The author reserves the right to add, change or remove any content from this 
newsletter without prior notice or in fact any notification and without seeking 
consent by third parties.

The author respects third-party copyrights and intellectual rights, and strives to 
avoid infringement. However, he takes the license to mention products, 
trademarks, company names or to display third parties’ visual elements insofar 
as this is necessary for the journalistic purpose of this newsletter. Should you 
object to any content under this newsletter, please contact the author 
immediately via the address indicated in the imprint before taking any kind of 
legal action; in case of an infringement, swift co-operation is guaranteed.

Do you have some extra fun training activities that you do at your school?  Or tasty recipes 
that you should share? Please send them to Sheila Thomas at sensei@bcskarate.com


